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High-statistics β-decay measurements of 112 Ag and 112 In were performed to study the structure of the 112 Cd nucleus. The precise energies of the doublet of levels at 1871 keV, for which the 0 + member has been suggested as a possible daughter state following neutrinoless double electron capture of 112 Sn, were determined to be 1871.137(72) keV (0 One of the most pressing issues in subatomic physics today is the question of the nature of the neutrino. The observation of neutrino oscillations [1] [2] [3] has revealed neutrino mixing and that neutrinos are massive particles or, more precisely, that at least two of the mass eigenstates are nonzero. However, it is still unknown if neutrinos are their own antiparticles (Majorana) or distinct from their antiparticles (Dirac). Furthermore, the oscillation experiments yield information on ( m) 2 , and thus the masses and their orderings remain unknown. Observation of neutrinoless double-β-decay, ββ(0ν), would reveal the Majorana nature of neutrinos, and a measure of the decay rate, λ 0ν , would provide information on the neutrino masses via
The G 0ν (Q ββ ,Z) factor is the phase-space integral including the Fermi function, M 0ν is the nuclear matrix element, and
is the effective Majorana neutrino mass in the ββ(0ν) process, with U ek as the neutrino mixing matrix elements for the mass eigenstates m k .
For ββ(0ν) searches, the typical signature is a peak at Q(ββ) in the sum-β-energy spectrum. However, such searches must strongly suppress the backgrounds from natural radioactivity and cosmic rays. A new class of ββ(0ν) experiments will attempt to surmount these problems; however, the neutrinoless double electron capture, ECEC(0ν), process offers a potentially attractive alternative.
The basic physics of the ECEC process was outlined some time ago [4] and included an estimate of the radiative ECEC(0ν) process, which was further refined in Ref. [5] . Following the formation of a virtual capture state with two electron holes in the 1s shell, an internal bremsstrahlung (IB) photon is emitted accompanied by an electron transition from the 2p to the 1s shell. The IB photon is emitted at an energy E IB of
where m is the difference in the initial and final atomic masses, E ex is the excitation energy in the daughter nucleus, and E(e i ) is the binding energy of the resulting electron hole in the final state. The normal IB process involves a transition of one of the electrons to an intermediate state from which it is captured, and this process dominates for large Q values. However, for small Q values, where both electrons may be captured leading to a virtual two-electron-hole atom, the process has a resonant enhancement when
i.e., the radiative IB photon energy matches the K α hypersatellite x-ray energy [6] . In this case,
and for favorable cases where Q = Q res , λ 0ν may be enhanced by several orders of magnitude [6] . [9] or 130 eV [10] . However, as the level energies of this doublet were previously determined by γ -ray singles measurements, it is probable that the uncertainty has been considerably underestimated and may be as high as 1 keV. In the present work, an accurate determination of the 0 The experiment to investigate the structure of 112 Cd was performed at the TRIUMF Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISAC) facility in Vancouver, BC, Canada. The TRIUMF main cyclotron provided 40 µA of 500 MeV protons that were incident on a tantalum production target inducing spallation reactions. Among the reaction products were Ag and In, and these were extracted from the spallation target and ionized with the TRIUMF Resonant Ionization Laser Ion Source (TRILIS) [11] . The extracted ions passed through a mass separator, which selected A = 112 products with a resultant cocktail beam of ∼7.5 × 10 6 ions/s of 112m In, ∼2.3 × 10 6 ions/s of 112 In, and ∼4.8 × 10 5 ions/s of 112 Ag. The beam was transported to the 8π γ -ray spectrometer [12] , which consists of a spherically symmetric close-packed array of 20 Compton-suppressed HPGe detectors mounted around the beam-implantation site. The source to detector distance was ∼14 cm. The ions were deposited onto a continuous loop of aluminized Mylar tape in the center of the array. For the majority of the experiment, the beam was implanted onto the tape in 20-min cycles, with 20 min of implantation followed by 20 min of decay. This cycle was continued for 6 hours and was followed by a 6-hour-long decay. The data were collected for the duration of the run in scaled-down γ singles and γ γ coincidence mode, and γ γ matrices were constructed with a 150-ns coincidence time window. Approximately 1 × 10 8 coincidence events were sorted into a random-background-subtracted γ γ matrix.
Immediately following the experiment, calibration data were collected using the decays from sealed 152 Eu, 56 Co, and 133 Ba sources.
The energies and intensities of the decaying γ -ray transitions were determined by fits to the γ -ray peaks present in the coincidence spectra. Peak centroids and areas were found employing the program GF3 [13] . The parameters describing the peak shape, specifically the σ of the Gaussian, height and decay constant of the exponential tail, as a function of peak position were determined by fitting the spectrum resulting from the application of a gate on the 617-keV 2
The evolution of the peak shape parameters thus determined were held fixed for all coincidence spectra. The nonlinearity of the energy calibration was also calculated using the results from the fit of the 617-keV coincidence spectrum. The strong, well-resolved peaks were calibrated with precise energies determined previously [14] . It was found that an eighth-order polynomial was required to reproduce the data in detail, as shown in Fig. 1 . The curve is expanded on the region from 100 keV to 2.0 MeV, which is the region of interest for the transitions from the 1871-keV 4 + 2 and 0 + 4 levels. Also shown for comparison in Fig. 1 is the fit resulting from a sixth-order polynomial which is insufficient to reproduce the nonlinear curve, especially in the critical 400-keV region. A standard deviation of 0.100 keV was calculated by comparing the γ -ray energies from the current experimental data to those previously determined, and was added in quadrature with the statistical uncertainties. The efficiency was determined by using RADWARE programs [13] to fit data from the calibration sources 152 Eu, 56 Co, and 133 Ba, with the intensities taken from Table of Isotopes [10] . A systematic 3% uncertainty on the relative efficiency curve was included that was added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainties of the γ -ray intensities. To determine the branching ratios, the coincidence spectrum was obtained by gating from above the level of [18] , and branching ratios from Ref. [15] . Transition intensities sum to 1.000.
interest. The peak areas were converted into intensities and divided by the total intensity out of the specified level. Corrections due to summing effects were ignored because they have <1% of an effect on the present branching ratios. Corrections from angular correlation effects were also ignored because the geometrical symmetry of the 8π spectrometer generally results in less than a few percent effect on the γ -ray intensities. For the 1871-keV 0 + 4 level, angular correlations do not perturb the branching ratios, since the coincidence spectrum was obtained by gating on a feeding transition and all subsequent decaying γ rays are 0 + → 2 + transitions. The energies of the decaying transitions from the 1871-keV states were determined by fitting spectra created by gating on the transitions that uniquely feed each level. The partial level schemes highlighting the levels of interest, together with the previously assigned γ -ray decays, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . The unique 1253-keV peaks from each level are shown in Fig. 4 , where the centroids display a definite shift. A coincidence gate on the 996-keV γ ray, from the known 2867-keV 3 − level [14] , was used to identify the γ rays that depopulate the 1871-keV 4 + level, i.e., the 402, 455, 558, and 1253-keV transitions. The coincidence spectrum for the 996-keV gate is shown in Fig. 5 . The energies and branching ratios resulting from the fit are listed in Table I and in Fig. 2 . The previous branching ratios were taken from Ref. [15] , based on data tabulated in Ref. [16] , where it was assumed that the (α,2n) reaction would not populate the 0 were identified, with the 958-keV coincidence spectrum shown in Fig. 6 being one of the strongest. Further, the 402-keV transition is far weaker compared to the 1253-keV γ ray than in the spectrum of Fig. 5 . In addition, no evidence is found for a possible (and previously assigned [9] ) 558-keV 0 Table I lists the results obtained for the 0 + 4 level, including the upper limit on the 558-keV branch using the procedure of Ref. [17] . The change in the branching ratios in Fig. 3 is again significant; where the previous values were obtained using thermal neutron (n,γ ) data assuming the population of the 4 could have given rise to a 558-keV peak (the 114 Cd, 2
The γ -ray energies determined here were used with the known 617.520(11) keV [14] level to determine the level energies through a least-squares fit method. The energy of the 4 + 2 level was thus determined to be 1870.743(54) keV, with the 0 + 4 level at an energy of 1871.137(72) keV. These energies are considered to be far more reliable than previous determinations due to the use of coincidence gating to isolate the transitions of interest from each of the doublet states. Using these more precise and accurate level energies, the difference in Q values is found to be Q − Q res = −5.55(18) keV using the results of the new mass measurements [8] . In the rate equation, Eq. (4), the nuclear matrix element would be an essential factor in the final determination of the neutrino mass from an observation of ECEC(0ν) decay. The nature of the 1871-keV 0 [16, [18] [19] [20] ) as a member of the three-phonon vibrational quintuplet, being at approximately the correct energy and with a previously assigned [9] transition of 558 keV to the 2 + 2 two-phonon level. This assignment, however, was questioned in Ref. [15] . Further work [21] , taking into account the systematics across the 110 Cd− 116 Cd isotope chain, suggested that the 0 + 4 level has a dominant intruder character.
The systematics of low-lying 0 + levels in the cadmium isotopes were shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [21] . The 0 
